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Goal Details Report
The Goal Details Report displays the details of each goal a user owns that fall within a specific time period.
If any part of a goal is in the time period, it is displayed. This report can be used to get a detailed look at
a user's goals.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Goal Details

Criteria
Filter Name

Description

Date Criteria

Filter your results by date. If any part of a goal falls within that time frame, the goal
will display.

User Criteria

Select a specific user. This is a required field.

Cancelled Goals Include cancelled goals in the report.
Goal Comments Include goal comments in the report.
Printable
Version

Display each goal on a separate page in the PDF version.
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Output
The report is sorted by perspective, and then alphabetically by goal title.

Any fields that do not exist within the goal will not display. For example, if a goal does not have any tasks,
the Tasks field will not display.
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Goal Exception Report
The Goal Exception Report displays all users who do not have an active approved goal within a specific
time period. This report can be useful to see which users have not yet set goals for themselves for a
review period.
Note: Goals that are in draft status are not considered active goals.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Goal Exception

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

Date
Criteria

Filter your results by date. The report will search this time frame for goals. If any part of a
goal falls within that time frame for a user, that user will not display. The default date criteria
are specified by OU on the Goals Preferences page. Note: Date Criteria is always
implemented using UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

User
Criteria

Limit results to the users matching the specified user criteria. This is required. If your
permission to run the report is constrained to a specific subset of the population, that
constraint is displayed above the User Criteria selection list and you are not required to make
a User Criteria selection. An additional selection can be made to narrow the results further,
but if no User Criteria selection is made, the report is run for all available users.

Display
OU

Select an Organizational Unit to display that information on the report. For example, if you
select the Position OU, each user's position will display in the report. This is optional.

Pending
Goals

Users with goals pending approval (but no other active goals) will not display if this option is
selected.

Shared
Goals

Users with shared goals (but no independent goals) will not display if this option is selected.
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Output
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Goal Hierarchy Report
The Goal Hierarchy Report displays a visual representation of the full hierarchy for a specified user's goals.
This report can be run for all of a user's goals or specific goals.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Goal Hierarchy

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

Date
Criteria

Filter your results by date. If any part of a goal falls within that time frame, the goal will
display.

User
Criteria

Select a specific user. This is a required field.

Goals
Criteria

Once a date range and user have been selected, you may optionally select one or more
specific goals to include in the report. If no goals are selected, the report will be run for all of
the user's goals.
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Output

The entire hierarchy for each goal displays along with detailed information about each goal. Goals that are
part of the same hierarchy display together. Goals that are not part of the same hierarchy are separated
by a line.
For goals that you do not have the proper permissions to view, you will not see a detailed status. For
example, for your supervisor's goals, you will not see a detailed status (On Track, Critical). Instead you
will see a general status (In Progress, Not Started).
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Goal Progress Report
The Goal Progress Report summarizes the progress of all goals for specific users during a specific time
period. If goals are weighted, the summarized progress is a weighted average of the goal progress.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Goal Progress

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

Date
Criteria

Filter your results by date. If any part of a goal falls within that time frame, the goal will
display. The default date criteria are specified by OU on the Goals Preferences page. Note:
Date Criteria is always implemented using UTC (Coordinated Universal Time).

User
Criteria

Limit results to the users matching the specified user criteria. If your permission to run the
report is constrained to a specific subset of the population, that constraint is displayed
above the User Criteria selection list and you are not required to make a User Criteria
selection. An additional selection can be made to narrow the results further, but if no User
Criteria selection is made, the report is run for all available users.

Perspective Limit results to a specific Perspective.
Detailed
View

Select Summarize Goals to display an average goal completion percentage for each user.
Select Show All Goals to display the progress of each goal separately.

Display OU

Select an Organizational Unit to display that information on the report. For example, if you
select the Position OU, each user's position will display in the report. This is optional.
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Output with Summarize Goals Selected

The progress displayed is a weighted average of all goals each user owns that has a start date or target
date within the specified criteria.
If a user has no goals, the user does not appear in the report output.
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Output with Show All Goals Selected
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Goal Status Report
The Goal Status Report summarizes the status of all goals for specific users during a specific time period.
This report graphically displays the percentage of all goals that are in each progress status (e.g.,
Completed, On Track, Behind).
This report is interactive and the output can be edited and altered after it is displayed.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Goal Status

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

Date
Criteria

Filter your results by date. If any part of a goal falls within that time frame, the goal will
display.

User
Criteria

Limit results to the users matching the specified user criteria. This is required. If your
permission to run the report is constrained to a specific subset of the population, that
constraint is displayed above the User Criteria selection list and you are not required to
make a User Criteria selection. An additional selection can be made to narrow the results
further, but if no User Criteria selection is made, the report is run for all available users.

Perspective Limit results to a specific Perspective.
Display OU

Select an Organizational Unit to display that information on the report. For example, if you
select the Position OU, each user's position will display in the report. This is optional.
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Output
Each view displays a pie chart representing the number of goals in each status. Status can be determined
by goal, task, and target progress and can also factor in the amount of time remaining for completion.
Clicking any of the pieces of the pie will filter the list of results to only the status that was clicked. For
example, if you click the On Track section, only goals in On Track status will display.
There are export options for each view, including Printable Version and Export to Excel. Each option
exports the current view of goals, but does not include the pie chart.
You can select different view options from the Grouped By drop-down list.
If there are more than 25 results, you can navigate between the pages using the navigation options on
the right.
Status can be turned off on the Goal Configuration page. If Status is turned off for any OU being returned
as a result, Status will display as NA for those goals.
Each column in this report can be sorted upon.
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Output - Ungrouped View

The Ungrouped view is the default view and displays information about each goal by user.
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Output - User - Summary View

The User - Summary view displays a summary of each user's goals by status.
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Output - Perspective View

The Perspective view displays information about each goal, grouping the goals by perspective. These
groups are alphabetized by perspective.
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Output - Status View

The Status view displays information about each goal, grouping the goals by status. The order of these
groups is: Completed, On Track, Behind, Critical, Not Started.
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Clicking the Pie Chart to Filter by Status

Clicking any of the pieces of the pie will filter the list of results to only the status that was clicked. The
grouping of the results is unchanged, so if you were viewing the results by Perspective, they will still be
grouped by Perspective.
Click the Show All Statuses link to view all statuses again.
For goals that you do not have the proper permissions to view, you will not see a detailed status. For
example, for your supervisor's goals, you will not see a detailed status (On Track, Critical). Instead you
will see a general status (In Progress, Not Started).
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Goal Target Report
The Goal Target Report summarizes all goal targets for specific users during a specific time period,
regardless of the goal to which they belong. This report can be run on multiple users, but is always sorted
by user name.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Goal Target

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

Date Criteria Filter your results by date. If any part of a target falls within that time frame, the goal will
display. This date range is related to the target and is independent of the dates associated
with the goal itself.
User Criteria Limit results to the users matching the specified user criteria. If your permission to run
the report is constrained to a specific subset of the population, that constraint is displayed
above the User Criteria selection list and you are not required to make a User Criteria
selection. An additional selection can be made to narrow the results further, but if no User
Criteria selection is made, the report is run for all available users.
Perspective

Limit results to a specific Perspective.

Inherited
Targets

Include details about inherited targets.
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Output without Details for Inherited Goals

Output with Details for Inherited Goals

For targets that inherit progress from aligned goals, an asterisk displays next to the value in the Actual
column.
If the report was run to display the details of inherited targets, those targets will be expanded. Users that
are aligned display below the target with their individual target values.
The color associated with the target status is based on the OU of the user running the report. Goals below
the threshold display as Critical status color. Goals above the threshold but below the target display as
Behind status color. Goals above the target display as On Track status color. If there is no threshold value,
Critical status color will not be displayed.
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Goal Task Summary Report
The Goal Tasks Summary Report summarizes all goal tasks for specific users during a specific time period,
regardless of the goal to which they belong. This report can be run on multiple users, but is always sorted
by user name.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Goal Task

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

Date
Criteria

Filter your results by date. If any part of a task falls within that time frame, the goal will
display. This date range is related to the target and is independent of the dates associated
with the goal itself.

User
Criteria

Limit results to the users matching the specified user criteria. If your permission to run the
report is constrained to a specific subset of the population, that constraint is displayed
above the User Criteria selection list and you are not required to make a User Criteria
selection. An additional selection can be made to narrow the results further, but if no User
Criteria selection is made, the report is run for all available users.

Perspective Limit results to a specific Perspective.
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Output
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Performance Review Report
The Performance Review Report displays a performance review for a single user. This report can be run for
both active and inactive (terminated) users.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Performance Review
CriteriaFilter Name Description
Employee Reviewed

Select the employee whose review you are viewing.

Task

Select the review task to display for the selected employee.

Output
Click the Print Performance Review link to open or save a printable version of the performance review.

Employee_Performan
ce_Review-Eddie_Em
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Performance Review Details Report
The Performance Review Details report allows administrators to include multiple performance reviews for
the same user within a given time range, all in a single PDF.
The following options are available:
•

Indicate a single user for whom to print one or more reviews.

•

Filter the number of reviews to be printed by date.

•

Filter for only reviews completed for a defined date range, or reviews that overlap for a defined date
range.

•

Name the report.

•

Process and save up to three reports (per report user).
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Performance Review Details

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

Date
Criteria

Filter your results by date. Select a pre-configured date range from the drop-down or use
the calendar fields to configure a date range. The default From date is January 1 of the
current year, and the default To date is December 31 of the current year.

User
Criteria

Select the user for whom to print one or more reviews by clicking the Select icon and
choosing a user from the Select User pop-up. The users available to select are defined by
the administrator's permission constraints. This is a required field.
Note: To change the user selected, click the Select icon, and then choose a different user.

Advanced
Criteria

Select from the following options to determine which performance review you would like to
print:
• Complete date is equal to or within the date filters - This option is selected by default.
When selected, the report output displays all standard and off-cycle reviews that were
completed during the defined date range.
• Report date criteria overlaps the performance review period - When this option is
selected, the report output displays all standard and off-cycle reviews where the review
period overlaps the defined date criteria.

Report
Title

Enter a title for the report. The character limit is 50. If a title is not entered, the report title
defaults to Performance Review Details Report.
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This is an asynchronous report, which means that report data is only available as of the previous day. If
the administrator would like to print reviews for a date range that concludes on today's date, any reviews
completed on that date are not returned in the report output, as the review completion record is not yet
available via the data feed.
For example, date criteria is configured to include reports completed 1/1/2011 to 12/31/2011. If the
review was completed on 12/31/2011 and that is the day on which the report is run, the review does not
appear in the output. The review will be available the following day after the data feed is refreshed.
Asynchronous reports allow the administrator to define the standard report and generate the report
asynchronously. As a result, when administrators process the report, the system generates the report in
the background, while the administrator can move on to other areas of the system. When the report is
finished processing, the administrator can then view the full report in its entirety.
•

Up to three separate reports can generate asynchronously, allowing greater flexibility creating and
storing different versions of the report.

•

If you process a report or refresh a stored report, the report appears in the table as Queued.

•

Since the user can generate up to three reports, the administrator can define a report title for each of
the generated reports.
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Processed Reports Table
The Processed Reports table displays the following for the report:
•

Report Name

•

Create Date

•

Last Run

•

Output - Click the PDF icon to open the report.

•

Options - The following options are available in the Options column:
•

Refresh - Click to refresh the report data.

•

View Details - Click to view the report configuration details.

•

Remove - Click to delete the report.

Output
Depending on the option selected in the Advanced Criteria section, the report output is sorted by review
completion date, with the most recently completed review appearing last, or it is sorted by the first date of
the earliest review period.
If multiple reviews are included in the report, each review begins on a new page.
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Performance Review Distribution Report
The Performance Review Distribution Report provides a graphical representation of the distribution of
ratings for a given performance review task. Managers can review their employees overall ratings which
helps create consistency across the division.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Performance Review Distribution

Criteria
Filter Name

Description

User Criteria

Limit report output to the users matching the specified user OU criteria. The report only
runs within the defined constraints for the user running the report. If no criteria are
selected, the report is run for all available users.

Performance
Review Task

Select a specific Performance Review Task. Once a Performance Review Task is
selected, the title of each Review Section within Question List, Competency, and Goal
Rating sections appear. Select the sections to include in the report. By default, no
sections are selected and only the overall Performance Review rating appears in the
report. Goal Planning and Sign Off sections are not included.
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Output

The report output contains two parts:
•

A chart representing the number of user ratings in each bucket.

•

A list of user ratings, sorted by user name

When the Target Distribution option box is selected, the target distribution displays on the chart as a
curve on top of the actual distribution ratings.
The Employee Reviews table displays all employees that match the search criteria, along with their user
ID, manager, status, the date the review was completed, and their review overall rating.
By clicking a column in the chart, the Employee Reviews table is filtered to display only the users
represented in that column.
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Performance Review Step Status Report
The Performance Review Step Status Report displays the status of review steps within a performance
review task. If a review step is reopened, the step status appears as Complete (Reopened).
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Performance Review Step Status

Criteria
Filter
Name

Description

User
Criteria

Limit report output to the users matching the specified user OU criteria. The report only runs
within the defined constraints for the user running the report. If no criteria are selected, the
report is run for all available users.

Review
Task

Select a specific performance review task.

Review
Step

Once a Review Task is selected, the steps within the review task are displayed. The report
displays the status of each selected step for the selected users. The steps do not display as
options until a task is selected. Select the sections to include in the report.

Display
OU

Select an Organizational Unit to display that information on the report. For example, if you
select the Position OU, each user's position will display in the report. This is optional.

Output
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Task User Status Report
This report displays the status of one or more tasks for any organizational unit. The report will generate
an overall percentage for each status, Not Started, In Progress, or Complete, across multiple tasks.
Menu path: Reports > Standard Reports > Performance> Task User Status
Filter Name

Description

User Criteria

Limits report output to the users matching the specified user OU criteria. The report only
runs within the defined constraints for the user running the report. If no criteria are
selected, the report is run for the entire available population.

Task

Select a specific performance review task. This is a required field.

Task
Completion
Date

Check to Include Task Completion Date

Sort By

Choose to sort by User or Task

Output
Click this link to view the results in a web page.
Click this link to save/open as an Excel file
Click this link to export data to a tab delimited text file.
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Report Title

Report Description

Manager

HR Center
Contact

User

Goal Details
Report

Goal Details Report displays the details
of each goal a user owns that fall within
a specific time period.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Goal Exception
Report

Goal Exception Report displays all users
who do not have an active approved goal
within a specific time period.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Goal Hierarchy
Report

Goal Hierarchy Report displays a visual
representation of the full hierarchy for a
specified user’s goals.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Goal Progress
Report

Goal Progress Report summarizes the
progress of all goals for specific users
during a specific time period.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Goal Status
Report

Goal Status Report summarizes the
status of all goals for specific users
during a specified date range.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Goal Target
Report

Goal Target report summarizes all goal
targets for specific users during a specific
time period, regardless of the goal to
which they belong.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Goal Tasks
Summary
Report

Goal Tasks Summary Report summarizes
all goal tasks for specific users during a
specific time period, regardless of the
goal to which each task belongs.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Performance
Review Details
Report

Performance Review Group Details report
displays multiple performance reviews
for the same user within a given time
range, all in a single PDF output.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Performance
Review
Distribution
Report

Performance Review Distribution Report
provides a graphical representation of
the distribution of scores for a given
performance review task.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Performance
Review Report

Performance Review report allows
display and printing of a specific
performance review and attachments for
one user at a time.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self

Performance
Review Step
Status Report

Performance Review Step Status Report
displays the status of review steps within
a performance review task.

Yes-Restrict to
Self and
Subordinates

Yes-Restrict
to Division

YesRestrict
to Self
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